Nowadays, almost all the online orders were placed through screened devices such as mobile phones, tablets, and computers. With the rapid development of the Internet of Things (IoT) and smart appliances, more and more screenless smart devices, e.g., smart speaker and smart refrigerator, appear in our daily lives. They open up new means of interaction and may provide an excellent opportunity to reach new customers and increase sales. However, not all the items are suitable for screenless shopping, since some items' appearance play an important role in consumer decision making. Typical examples include clothes, dolls, bags, and shoes. In this paper, we aim to infer the significance of every item's appearance in consumer decision making and identify the group of items that are suitable for screenless shopping. Specifically, we formulate the problem as a classification task that predicts if an item's appearance has a significant impact on people's purchase behavior. To solve this problem, we extract features from three different views, namely items' intrinsic properties, items' images, and users' comments, and collect a set of necessary labels via crowdsourcing. We then propose an iterative semi-supervised learning framework with three carefully designed loss functions. We conduct extensive experiments on a real-world transaction dataset collected from the online retail giant JD.com. Experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
, -, --, - Figure 2 : Some examples of fine-grained categories studied in this paper.
• Unlabeled Samples: To be as the first work on studying the problem of distinguishing strong and weak appearancerelated items in the e-commerce industry, there is thus no labeled information for any items.
• Scalability: JD.com has over 30 million sold items. This requires the proposed method to be highly efficient and scalable.
• Cold Start: At JD.com, a large number of new products are continually added. These new items do not have historical comment data which leads to the incomplete view problem, thus are more challenging to predict [3, 4, 5] .
In this paper, we cast the problem as a two-class classification problem by utilizing three different views from items' intrinsic features, items' images, and users' comments. To solve this problem, we propose an iterative semi-supervised learning framework with three carefully designed loss functions. Among them, the first one is the widely-used softmax loss [6] that penalizes the classification error on the labeled data. The second loss, named view alignment loss, not only aims to map the comment and image views into a similar feature space, but also handles the cold-start problem when the incomplete view occurs. The last one is a modified triplet loss function that utilizes the pseudo-labeled set to improve the performance of semi-supervised learning task. To effectively combine these loss functions to achieve the best overall performance, we propose a well-designed training process that organically integrates them. Finally, we note that this study is not only crucial in finding new customers and increase sales, but also providing excellent value for a product design process. After all, if the appearance of a product only plays a minor role in consumer choice, then its manufactory should make more efforts on improving the quality of products and services, rather than its appearance design. In contrast, if the appearance attributes of a product have an enormous influence on people's purchase behavior, then the manufactory should invest more in product designs for increasing its overall attractiveness.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the multi-view pre-processing module. The proposed semi-supervised classification method is detailed in Section 3. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the related work. Section 6 concludes the paper with future work.
Label Annotation and Feature Extraction
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has attempted to tackle the problem of differentiating strong and weak appearance-related items, so we need to create a way to collect necessary labels and extract relevant features. We first collect manual annotations via crowdsourcing to capture the human perception of the importance of items' appearance. Since items in the same category may have similar importance in the appearance, we label item categories instead of items for improving efficiency and reducing cost. To meet this requirement, we need to select the granularity of categories properly. For example, the category "Smart TV" is a better choice than the category "Electrical Equipment", since the latter category covers a broad range of items with different appearance importance. To this end, we choose . . .
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(1) Baby loves it, tastes very good. We always buy them in JD.com; (2) Not bad. Strawberry tastes better, but it is a little expensive; . . . the lowest level (most fine-grained) category provided by JD.com as each item's category, and assume that the items within the same category belong to the same appearance-related class. In the rest of this paper, we will abbreviate the term 'the lowest level category' as 'the category'. Among all these categories, we randomly select 2, 707 categories that contain hundreds of thousands of items for crowd labeling 5 . Figure 2 reveals some examples of such fine-grained categories, and a piece of data is shown in Figure 1 . To collect the labels of SA and WA categories, 67 JD employees were requested to serve as the crowd workers. For each worker, we randomly selected 200 categories, and asked the worker to label their classes. On average, each category was labeled by five different workers, and its final label was decided by majority voting. In our work, only a small subset of labels are used in the training procedure, and all the other labels are used for evaluation.
To accurately classify strong and weak appearance-related categories, it is important to consider as much information as we can. Generally speaking, three aspects of categories' information can be collected in the real-world scenario, including (i) categories' intrinsic features such as their higher level categories and other basic attributes; (ii) categories' images that contain their visual information, and (iii) comments information that expresses users' opinions for the categories. Some typical examples of categories' information are shown in Table 1 . In the following, we introduce how to process the information and extract the features of the three views:
• Intrinsic Feature View This view contains the information about items' intrinsic properties, such as their higher level categories and other basic attributes such as the average sizes of the items in each category. The higher level categorical information is one-hot encoded, while the other attributes are normalized between 0 and 1, as shown in Figure 3 (a).
• Comment Feature View Users' comments can usually provide valuable information on predicting the importance of product appearance. For example, a comment like "this shirt looks perfect, and wears comfortable at a rock-bottom price" suggests that the shirt is attractive since it "looks perfect", thus it should be a strong appearance-related item and not suitable for screenless shopping.
For each category, we extract two kinds of features from users' comments, and concatenate them into a longer one, as shown in Figure 3 (b). The first kind uses a simple sum of all the comments words' embedding learned via Word2Vec method 6 [7] . To extract the second kind of features, we build a keywords dictionary that contains 329 highly correlated words to product appearance. We then create a 329-dimensional normalized keyword matching vector for each category. Specifically, the normalized matching keywords vector of the i-th category, denoted as vec i , is computed by The framework of the proposed semi-supervised multi-view learning approach. Three views are pre-treated as inputs of our model, followed by the view aligned module and the metric learning module. The network is optimized by three types of losses with a well-designed combination.
where T F i indicates the i-th category's keywords frequency vector, and Sum i is the total number of comment words of the i-th category.
• Image Feature View This view aims to extract a unified image embedding for all the fine-grained categories. For all the images in the same category, we first learn their image embeddings via ResNet-50 [8] , and then use the mean of these embeddings as the features extracted from the image view.
Methodology

Problem Definition and Framework
Before presenting our method, we first introduce some basic notations. Given the three views, the l-th labeled category is denoted as unlabeled categories (U L), where
denotes an unlabeled category which is also combined by three views x u v . The v-th view of X u is denoted as X u v . In this paper, we utilize view 1, view 2 and view 3 to represent the intrinsic feature view, the comment view, and the image view respectively. Our goal is to learn a model from the training set {X l , Y l } ∪ X u to refer the SA/WA categories.
Here we briefly introduce an overview of our training procedure, with the details presented in the next subsection. Our training process in each epoch is divided into two phases. In the first phase, all labeled categories are trained by two loss functions: a softmax loss, denoted by L SM , and a view alignment loss [9, 10, 11, 12] , denoted by L V A . We use the view alignment loss in our task to map the comment and the image feature views into a close enough feature space. Besides, this loss function can help to solve the cold start problem with missing views. In this phase, we train the model by minimizing L phase1 as follows:
where parameter α > 0 is introduced to balance the two losses.
At the beginning of the second phase, the model trained based on all the labeled categories is used to provide pseudolabels for all the unlabeled categories X u . Since pseudo-labels may not be accurate, especially at the beginning of the training procedure, we use the most reliable predictions with the highest confidence scores for creating pseudo-labeled
This constraint means that x u and x u(p) are likely to be in the same category, while x u and x u(n) are not. Then, we introduce a pseudo-labeled triplet loss L P T to narrow the distances between
is a non-linear mapping function that needs to be learned.
Note that the comment and the image feature views of the unlabeled categories also need to be aligned, the second phase simultaneously optimizes the following function:
We inherit the parameter α used in the first phase and fine-tune the weight β of L P T . A detailed parameter analysis is listed at Section 4.7. The proposed network architecture and the algorithm of the training process are shown in Figure 4 and Algorithm 1, respectively.
The Loss Functions
• Softmax Loss The standard softmax loss is used for the labeled set in the first phase of the training process. It is formulated as
Algorithm 1: The proposed network Multi-view pre-processing to build fine-grained categories; Input:
The multi-view labeled set {X l , Y l } and unlabeled set X u ; Balance parameters α, β, the view alignment margin λ, and the triplet margin γ; The learning rate η; Output:
The learned model; 1 Training:
Optimize the model by minimizing Equation 2 5 end 6
Provide pseudo-labels by the strategy in Section 3. 2 7 for unlabeled set X u do 8 Optimize the model by minimizing Equation 3 9 end 10 end where y l is the annotated label, and p l is the predicted probability of x l .
• View Alignment Loss The initial idea of the view alignment loss is to project different views into a unified latent subspace. Some relevant studies focus on seeking hierarchical nonlinear mappings in deep learning process as follows:
where W (M ) is a projection matrix to be learned in the previous layer
is a bias vector at the M-th layer; s ( · ) denotes a nonlinear activation function, e.g., the relu or tanh function; and f ( · ) is the non-linear mapping function determined by the parameters W (m) and b (m) (m = 1,2,3, ..., M ) [10] .
In our task, we note that the comment and image feature views may not be able to perfectly aligned in a same subspace, since people's comments are usually subjective and may contain the information not covered by the images. In this case, we instead assume that the learned subspaces of the two views are close enough. This leads to the view alignment loss for the labeled data:
where
Likewise, the view alignment loss for the unlabeled data can be formulated as:
Another advantage of introducing the view alignment loss is to address the cold-start problem with missing views.Since the view alignment loss can project the comment and image features to close enough subspaces, the lack of one view can be approximately replaced by the other view. Figure 6 illustrates the framework of the view alignment loss, and its performance is reported in Section 4.
• Pseudo-labeled Triplet Loss To utilize the information of unlabeled data, we introduce a metric learning-based loss named pseudo-labeled triplet loss. After the first training phase, we use the model trained by the labeled data to annotate the unlabeled categories, and denote these annotations as pseudo-labels. The pseudo-labels may exist some errors, thus we only use the most reliable pseudo-labels with the highest confidence scores to assist the training procedure. Given a anchor category x u , we search the most confident pseudo-labels within a same mini-batch, and generate the triplet constraint using the most reliable positive and negative categories, denoted as x u(p) and x u(n) , respectively. Figure 7 This shirt looks perfect, and wears comfortable at a rock-bottom price.
View alignment loss shows one such example, where the second and the fifth categories are marked as the positive and negative samples, respectively, since their probabilities are the highest. Notably, we use triplet constraints here but not the pairwise constraints, since the triplet constraints only enforce positive examples to be closer than negative examples, while the pairwise constraint devotes to gather all positive examples as close together as possible [13] . Therefore, the triplet constraint enjoys the flexibility to adapt to different levels of intra-class variance for different classes and is more robust to some inaccurate pseudo-labels.
Given a triplet constraint I u =< x u , x u(p) , x u(n) >, we define the score of this triplet as
where g (·) is a non-linear mapping function that needs to be learned, and γ is a positive margin parameter.
By considering all the triplet constraints, the pseudo-labeled triplet loss function is defined as: 
Experiments
In this section, we report the results of extensive experiments conducted on a large-scale, real-world dataset provided by JD.com.
Dataset
The dataset contains hundreds of thousands of items that belong to 2, 707 fine-grained categories. Each item has one image, and the dataset contains over 1 million user comments in total. After the feature extraction step, we generate three feature representations from the intrinsic, comment, and image views, with their dimensions equaling to 412, 629, and 1000, respectively. The 2, 707 category labels were annotated via crowdsourcing. Among them, 70% shuffled categories are used as the training set, while the others are used for evaluation. We randomly pick 30% data of training set as the initial labeled dataset {X l , Y l }. We evaluate all the performances by Accuracy (%) since the collected data are balanced in label distribution.
Experimental Setup & Baselines
We design a network with seven fully connected layers as shown in Figure 4 . Batch normalization (BN) is applied after each layer before the Leaky-ReLU (0.1) activation. The network is trained using Adam with the exponential decay rates for the first moment estimates 0.9, the second moment estimates 0.999, and an initial learning rate of 0.005 which is divided by 5 after epochs 150 ,300, and 450 (600 epochs in total). The mini-batch size is 64. We also introduce dropout (p = 0.5) after the concatenated layer. The margin parameters λ and γ of L V A and L P T are set to 0.01 and 0.5 through the experiments. The α and β weights in L V A and L P T are set to 10 and 0.1, respectively.
Baselines. Since our proposed method is, to the best of our knowledge, the first algorithm that can infer the importance of product appearance and distinguish SA/WA items, there is no direct baseline for comparison. In this case, we compare our method with two baseline algorithms from clustering and semi-supervised learning perspectives. All parameters of the first two baselines are optimized by the grid search method. Furthermore, two variants of the proposed method are also involved for a comparison. These baseline algorithms are:
• MLAN_C: Multi-view learning with adaptive neighbors for clustering, a state-of-the-art unsupervised method to solve the multi-view problem [14] . It utilizes a local structure with adaptive neighbors to learn a graph-based representation, and iteratively updates the clustering latent space by the similarity graph. • MLAN_SC: Multi-view learning with adaptive neighbors for semi-supervised classification, a semi-supervised learning method that was also proposed in [14] .
• SWA(L SM ): This is a simple method that solves the SA/WA classification problem by using the basic framework of our model, but only uses the softmax loss in the training process.
• SWA (Joint): This approach jointly optimizes the three losses used in this paper, and its final loss function is L SM + αL V A + βL P T . This approach does not use the well-designed training process discussed in Section 3.1, but instead trains all the labeled and unlabeled categories together.
Classification Performance
In this experiment, we first compare the performance of our model and the first three baseline methods. We then evaluate the last baseline algorithm SWA (Joint) with various loss combinations. The classification performance with 30% of labeled categories is reported in Table 2 . Table 2 clearly shows that the proposed algorithm yields a much higher classification accuracy than the first three baselines. The clustering method MLAN_C yields a very poor performance since it is an unsupervised learning method that does not utilize any label information. The semi-supervised learning method MLAN_SC achieves a slightly better performance, but is still much worse than the proposed method. This may be due to the reason that the linear transformation used in MLAN_SC cannot project the multi-view features into a good enough subspace. Furthermore, SWA(L SM ) only trains the model using the labeled information, thus yields the overall worst performance. Table 3 summarizes the classification performance using different training structure with various loss combinations. Still, the proposed algorithm yields the best performance among all the combinations. Notably, the performance significantly drops if the three loss functions are naively combined. This is because the pseudo-labeled triplet loss cannot be learned well if most of the positive and negative categories are mislabeled.
Evaluation with the Cold-start Problem
We then evaluate the performance of our model when facing with the cold-start problem. Here we assume that the comment view of all the test data is missing. According to the results shown in Table 4 , both SWA (Joint) and the proposed method outperform SWA (L SM ) by a large margin. This observation can be explained by the analysis in Section 3.2. The view alignment loss in SWA (Joint) and the proposed method can project the comment and image features to close enough subspaces, so the lack of one view can be approximately replaced by the other view. With the well-designed training process, the proposed model also achieves a better performance than SWA (Joint). Labelled ratios 
Results of the Single View
To evaluate the effect of each view, we further conduct the experiment to test the contribution of every single view. At first, we modify the structure of the proposed network to fix the single view input. Then, the view alignment loss is removed because there is no longer pair of comment and image views. Table 5 indicates that the intrinsic view contains more useful information than others. Since the real-world data exist massive noise, both comment and image feature views yield worse performance across all compared methods. Moreover, MLAN_C and MLAN_SC cannot capture the knowledge of intrinsic view effectively because the SA/WA classification problem is hard to be learned by the linear transformation strategy due to the complexity of the original distributions. For the latter three methods, there are no significant gaps among their results which illustrate that both SWA (L SM ), SWA (Joint) and the proposed model can handle the single view problem. 
Comparison with the Variation of Labeled Ratios
In this experiment, we evaluate how performance will change with varied sizes of labeled data. Figure 8 shows that with the number of labeled categories increases, the performance of almost all the methods improves at first, and then gradually stabilize. In all the cases, the proposed method still yields the best performance.
The Sensitivity of Balance Parameters
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our method by varying the balance parameters α and β. Figure 9 (a) plots the different performance with a varying setting for α. When we increase α from 0.1 to 10, the result improves. In particular, our model achieves the best result when α = 10, and it is not sensitive to α in the range from 4 to 15. 
Case Study
Finally, we display some interesting observations in this section.
As shown in Figure 10 , two red boxes reveal the classification results with a very high confidence (87%-99%). In the left red box, items like shirt, wallet, knitwear, and suitcase should not be shopped via screenless devices since their appearances play important roles in consumer decision making. However, SA categories in the blue box have lower confidence scores, which suggests that they may have opportunities to be sold in the screenless environment. In our model, semantic information extracted from three views can adjust the final inference result to make it more reasonable. For example, the laptop should be identified as the SA category with a high confidence. However, its confidence score decreases when the 'second-hand' tag occurs. This is not surprising since most items with the 'second-hand' tag are likely to have less importance on their appearance. For this reason, the 'second-hand' laptop lost its external attractiveness to some degree as shown in the left blue box of Figure 10 . Similar conclusions can be also found in the WA category.
Related Work
In this section, we briefly review the existing works of multi-view learning and semi-supervised learning.
Multi-view Learning
Multi-view learning aims to merge the knowledge from multiple different views to improve the learning performance, and a range of approaches along this line of research have been proposed [15, 16] . These approaches can be roughly divided into two categories: 1) View alignment learning methods, and 2) View agreement learning methods. The main idea of the first category is to align features learned from each view to obtain the common latent subspace. Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [17, 18, 19] , Partial Least Squares (PLS) [20, 21] and similarity learning [22, 23] are utilized to align the inter-view features. On par with these view alignment learning methods, view agreement learning methods devote to require that the models learned from each view have agreed with the output. The representative methods include co-training [24] , co-EM [25] , co-regularization [9] , and co-regression [26] . Besides, the incomplete view problem has also been studied [3, 4, 5, 27] .
Semi-supervised Learning
Semi-supervised learning seeks methods for utilizing unlabeled data in addition to labeled data to improve learning performance, and many efforts have been made for this research line [28, 29, 30] . Roughly speaking, these methods can be divided into four categories. The first category is generative methods [31, 32, 33] , which extend the supervised generative models by estimating the labels of the unlabeled data using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. The second category is S3VM (Semi-Supervised Support Vector Machine) methods [34, 35] , which utilize the unlabeled data to adjust the decision boundary to make it go through the less dense region while keeping the labeled data being classified correctly. The Third category is graph-based methods [36, 37, 38] , which construct a graph by both labeled data and unlabeled data and employ label propagation on the graph. The last category is disagreement-based methods [30, 24, 26, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43] , which train multiple learners and exploit the disagreements among the learners by labeling the unlabeled data.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for inferring the importance of product appearance in consumer decision making. To this end, we first collect category labels via crowdsourcing, and extract item features from three different views. We then propose a semi-supervised framework with three carefully designed losses to classify SA and WA items. Extensive experiments verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
In this study, we focus on the items' inherent properties and assume that the importance of product appearance is user-independent. However, we also realize that whether or not accepting screenless shopping may be a subjective behavior in some cases. For example, some people may accept purchasing an umbrella via screenless shopping since they care most about its functionality (protecting against rain). However, some other people may think that the design and appearance of the umbrella are equally important, thus will not purchase umbrellas via screenless devices. We will study the problem of learning personalized opinions about screenless shopping in our future work.
